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Operation of fluid injection into and withdrawal from the subsurface for various purposes has been known to
induce earthquakes. Such operations include hydraulic fracturing for shale gas extraction, hydraulic stimulation
for Enhanced Geothermal System development and waste water disposal. Among these, several damaging
earthquakes have been reported in the USA in particular in the areas of high-rate massive amount of wastewater
injection [1] mostly with natural fault systems. Oil and gas production have been known to induce earthquake
where pore fluid pressure decreases in some cases by several tens of Mega Pascal. One recent seismic event
occurred in November 2013 near Azle, Texas where a series of earthquakes began along a mapped ancient fault
system [2]. It was studied that a combination of brine production and waste water injection near the fault generated
subsurface pressures sufficient to induced earthquakes on near-critically stressed faults. This numerical study aims
at investigating the occurrence mechanisms of such earthquakes induced by fluid injection [3] and withdrawal
by using hydro-geomechanical coupled dynamic simulator (Itasca’s Particle Flow Code 2D). Generic models
are setup to investigate the sensitivity of several parameters which include fault orientation, frictional properties,
distance from the injection well to the fault, amount of fluid withdrawal around the injection well, to the response
of the fault systems and the activation magnitude. Fault slip movement over time in relation to the diffusion of
pore pressure is analyzed in detail. Moreover, correlations between the spatial distribution of pore pressure change
and the locations of induced seismic events and fault slip rate are investigated.
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